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The name “Nikita” means ‘victorious’ and there 
could not be a more accurate description of this 
multi-talented individual. 

Nikita Marie was born and raised in Bridgeport, Nikita Marie was born and raised in Bridgeport, 
Connecticut. She started dance class as a 
toddler and showed an amazing level of poise 
and confidence for her age. By the time she was 
5 years old, she was astounding her instructors 
and family members with her incredible memory. 
Nikita could recall choreography with an 
accuracy far superior to the children within her accuracy far superior to the children within her 
age group, and as she continued her dance 
training, she was often placed in dance classes 
with young girls that were several years older 
than her. 

In 2003 Nikita moved to Virginia and followed 
her passion for dance, starting her own her own 
company called, “Dreamers Dance Studio”. She 
was not only a dance instructor, but a mentor 
and inspiration to the younger dancers. Nikita’s 
professional dance talents lead her to 
performances with R&B artists including 
Ginuwine and Marcus Canty. Ginuwine and Marcus Canty. 

Nikita later introduced her talent to the modeling 
profession, completing a wide variety of shoots 
with several prominent photographers. She has 
been featured on the Arsenic Magazine, 
Dynasty Series, GGurls and Model Modeles 
websites among others. 

Nikita has been published in numerous 
publications including, Pressure Magazine, 
Elegance Magazine, Sobeit Magazine, 
DulceGirls Magazine, Fenominal Magazine. 
She has also been featured in several music 
videos with prominent artists such as Wale, 
Rocko, Riff Raff, Fat Trel, Waka Flocka.

Nikita has a dynamic and pleasant personality, Nikita has a dynamic and pleasant personality, 
is an extremely hard worker, and is always 
willing to push herself to expand her horizon of 
opportunities. She has a variety of unique 
projects that she is currently working on. There 
is no doubt that she will live up to her name and 
emerge, victorious.







www.itsnikitamarie.com

@itsnikitamarie

@_nikitamarie_

Follow Nikita Marie:

@viaratalent

Viara Talent Management
Omari Patterson, Owner

To book Nikita Marie, please contact:

booknikitamarie@gmail.com

502.419.1889
omari.patterson@viaratalent.com

Nikita is available for photo shoots,
event hosting, promotional modeling, 
video shoots, dance, and choreography. 
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